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QUESTION 1

Jim is designing a new application that will be deployed to multiple sites using database replicas. Which one of the
following will he be able to replicate? 

A. View indexes 

B. Full Text indexes 

C. Database file names 

D. Database launch properties 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Malik needs to find all the design elements that reference a particular field in his database. How could he accomplish
this? 

A. Edit - Find Next 

B. Edit - Find/Replace 

C. File - Application - Analyze Design 

D. File - Application - Design Synopsis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Gwen would like to create an "ATTENTION" line that will toggle on and off each second. What can Gwen do to provide
the blinking text? 

A. In the desired location on the page, enter "ATTENTION", and set the desired font properties. From the Paragraph
Styles tab of the text Properties, select Blink. The default interval is 1000 milliseconds. 

B. In the desired location on the page, enter the following: ATTENTION Highlight the "ATTENTION" text and set the
desired font properties. From the menu bar, select Text > Pass-Thru HTML. 

C. Open the page in Domino Designer and create a two-row Table. Type "ATTENTION" in one of the table rows, setting
the desired font properties. Click the Animated table button in the Table Type section. On the Table Rows tab of the
Table properties, enter "1000" after "Switch row every". 

D. Open the page in Domino Designer and create a two-row Table. Type "ATTENTION" in one of the table rows, setting
the desired font properties. Click the Programmed table button in the Table Type section. On the Table Programming
tab, click "Animated" for the mode, and enter 1000 for the Frequency option. 

Correct Answer: C 



 

 

QUESTION 4

Olga wants to have one action on the Video form that will give the options to Print, Save, and Exit the document when it
is clicked. In which one of the following ways can she accomplish this? 

A. Layer the actions in the Action menu. 

B. Create a parent action with programmable subactions. 

C. Use action buttons within an Outline control in a hidden frame to present "twisties." 

D. Use Hide/when formulas along with a database profile field setting to display "toolbars" of icons. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Mac is planning a Change Control application that will be used by thousands of staff located in 10 different countries.
What is one thing Mac can do to help optimize the performance of the application for his users? 

A. On the Advanced tab of Database properties, enable "Support specialized response hierarchy" and enable "Allow
simple search" 

B. On the Advanced tab of Database properties, enable "Don\\'t support specialized response hierarchy" and disable
"Allow simple search" 

C. Use File > Application > New Copy to create a copy of the application on a server in each country, and have users
access the application from a local server. 

D. Use File > Replication > New Replica to create a replica of the application on a server in each country, and have
users access the application from a local server. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Bernhard is having trouble with an application, and he wants to allow users to save their work while they are editing.
What does he need to do? 

A. Select the "Allow Auto Save" in the document properties 

B. Select the "Autosave document" in the document properties 

C. Nothing; Notes autosaves any document in Edit mode in Notes 8.5 by default 



D. Create a timerevent, and save the document periodically through UiDocument.Save 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Sam is creating an agent that runs as a WebQueryOpen agent on her Web form. What agent target should she select
on her agent\\'s properties to make sure that the agent runs properly? 

A. None 

B. Current Document 

C. All Documents in the Database 

D. All New and Modified Documents 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A Text field on a Form is set to "Allow multiple values". Jan is designing the form, and wants to set the default value of
the field to a text list of "Apple", "Orange", and "Grape". What Default field value formula should she use? 

A. "Apple" : "Orange" : "Grape" 

B. "Apple" + "Orange" + "Grape" 

C. "Apple" , "Orange" , "Grape" 

D. @TextToList("Apple"; "Orange"; "Grape") 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

In the past, Lloyd has copied an existing application if he needed to create a new application. This time, however, Lloyd
wants to create a new application on his own hard drive, and he does not want the application to include any design
elements from existing applications. How can he do this? 

A. From the menu bar, select File > Application > New. Specify "_blank.nsf" for the new application\\'s filename. 

B. From the menu bar, select File > Application > New. Leave the Server option set to "Local", and ensure that the
Template option is set to "-Blank-". 

C. From the menu bar, select File > Application > New. Leave the Server option set to "Local", and specify "_blank.nsf"
for the new application\\'s filename. 

D. From the menu bar, Select File > Application > New. Set the Server option to "Local", and specify "_blank.nsf" for the
new application\\'s filename. Ensure that the Template option is set to "- Default-". 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Cheng wants to write a view selection statement to include documents created with the Review form and any
responses. Which one of the following statements should Cheng write? 

A. SELECT Form = "Review" | @AllDescendants 

B. SELECT Form = "Review" and @AllDescendants 

C. SELECT Form = "Review"; SELECT @Responses 

D. SELECT Form = "Review"; SELECT @AllResponses 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Greg has created a form with several fields that get their data from an external relational database system based on a
key field. DECS is installed. Which one of the following must he have done to achieve this functionality? 

A. Created an embedded RDBMS link 

B. Created a data connection resource 

C. Created an ODBC connection resource 

D. Manually imported the data from the relational database 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

When Robert created a Response form, he set the "Formulas inherit values from selected document" option on the form
properties. The "Status" field on the Review form is also named "Status" on the inheriting form. However, the form does
not inherit any data. Which one of the following most likely caused this problem? 

A. He failed to specify the form type. 

B. The inheriting form is not a Response form. 

C. He specified the same field names on both forms. 

D. He failed to provide inheritance formulas for each field. 

Correct Answer: D 
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